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Table Exercise
1. The participants at your table are part of a single office, department or agency.
2. You collectively have the responsibility for shaping staff development within the
organization.
3. Each table is assigned one of three possible scenarios.
4. Read the scenario and then at your table, determine the first two or three things that
you’d do to get the ball rolling to address the goals of the scenario.
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Table Exercise Scenarios
Scenario 1: Leadership Change

Scenario 2: Online Everywhere

Scenario 3: Budget Issues

The head of staff development has
decided to retire. To date,
program-focused learning is
offered face-to-face in a classroom
context with supplemental and
optional training offered online. In
the last five years, the agency has
experienced a high rate of
turnover, especially among its
newest employees, and agency
department heads are reluctant to
set aside the time for face-to-face
training. A different approach to
staff development is desired.

Online learning has grown
organically within the agency. A
small team decided to go online
and viola!, online learning was
born. Since then, other agency
departments have added online
courses (and the infrastructure to
deliver them), but not too many
programmatic offerings. It appears
that most staff are taking the
online courses for convenience.
Outcomes and investment are
question at the agency level.
Something needs to be done.

With funding dropping, the head of
the agency has given an edict that
online learning needs to be
integrated into staff development
as soon as possible. Because she
sees online learning as a means to
reduce cost, she’d like to replace
most if not all training and staff
development with e-learning. Last
week she told you to “get all this
stuff figured out,” and be ready to
roll by next fall. You have a small
staff who are already stretched to
the max and on a thin budget.

Where would you start?

Where would you start?

Where would you start?
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Scenario 1: Leadership Change
The head of staff development has decided to retire. To date, program-focused
learning is offered face-to-face in a classroom context with supplemental and
optional training offered online. In the last five years, the agency has experienced
a high rate of turnover, especially among its newest employees, and agency
department heads are reluctant to set aside the time for face-to-face training. A
different approach to staff development is desired.
Where would you start?

Scenario 2: Online Everywhere
Online learning has grown organically within the agency. A small team decided to
go online and viola!, online learning was born. Since then, other agency
departments have added online courses (and the infrastructure to deliver them),
but not too many programmatic offerings. It appears that most staff are taking the
online courses for convenience. Outcomes and investment are question at the
agency level. Something needs to be done.
Where would you start?

Scenario 3: Budget Issues
With funding dropping, the head of the agency has given an edict that online
learning needs to be integrated into staff development as soon as possible.
Because she sees online learning as a means to reduce cost, she’d like to replace
most if not all training and staff development with e-learning. Last week she told
you to “get all this stuff figured out,” and be ready to roll by next fall. You have a
small staff who are already stretched to the max and on a thin budget.
Where would you start?

